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Scripture Reading: 2 Cor 10:1-6 

 

Chapter 10 begins a new section of 2 Corinthians. Paul turns his attention 

from the majority of believers who have responded to Paul’s correction with 

repentance to now address the false apostles and a remaining minority of 

rebellious members still loyal to the false teachers who slander Paul. This is 

not a mere conflict of personalities. The false teachers are not only 

slandering Paul but also undermining the true gospel and thereby 

threatening the church’s legitimacy.  

 

Paul makes it clear that the time is narrowing for the rebellious to repent. 

Things are coming to a head. Paul will return to Corinth and when he does, 

he will ensure that proper discipline will be enacted. He will put down any 

remaining rebellion so that Satan will not have an ongoing foothold in the 

church to render it ineffective. A false church that distorts the gospel is 

worse than a no church. Satan doesn’t merely want to destroy the church, 

but pervert the church so that he can wield it as a weapon of destruction in 

his hand rather than a weapon of salvation in God’s hand—the perfect deception.  

 

There are many false churches today who deny the gospel, that Christ’s death was a 

punitive act to rescue us from God’s wrath toward sin (they merely see it as an 

example of loving sacrifice—which it is—but deny its necessity as a payment for 

sin). Some are so brazen that they not only deny the true gospel, but also reject the 

basic moral ethics of the Bible. Other churches are not intentionally forsaking the 

gospel but have grown so relaxed that truth has grown soft. And where truth 

becomes soft, mercy loses is potency. Please don’t misunderstand me. There is no 

place for pride to puff ourselves up. Nor should we ever consider ourselves in 

competition with other true-gospel churches. But beyond that, we should be 

seeking to reach every person for Christ whether they go to church or not. So if you 

believe that Trinity is a true-to-the-Bible, gospel-clinging church, then invite others 

to come join us. They may be unaccustomed to preaching through books of the 

Bible the way we most often do, but that’s all the more reason why you should 

invite them to come. As we hold fast to the truth, may we be so full of mercy that 

we seek to reach the lost (including the religious lost). May we be so full of mercy 

that we seek to rescue those in our body who are being seduced into the deception 

and bondage of sin, and may we be so full of mercy that we guard ourselves against 

any false teaching that could destroy the integrity of true gospel ministry.  

 

What we learn from 2 Cor 10:1-6 is that spiritual confrontation in the form 

of church discipline is necessary to protect the church from error and 

preserve the true knowledge of God through the gospel that alone can 

rescue the souls of men.  

 

Let me highlight 4 principles regarding church discipline before suggesting a 

more personal application of our passage.  

 

1. Spiritual authority is to be exercised with Christ-like meekness and 

gentleness without compromising the truth of the gospel (2Cor 10: 

1-2). 

 

Notice immediately, that meekness and gentleness do not mean ‘anything 

goes.’ We must take a stand to maintain proper boundaries for biblical 

doctrine, ethics, and behavior. But we enforce those boundaries with 

Christlike character.  

 

Here’s the situation: Paul had written a severe letter of rebuke after having 

left Corinth in the midst of conflict. His opponents use this against him, 

accusing him of being two-faced:  ‘talking big’ when absent through his 

letters yet being timid in person. We hear echoes of their criticism in [vs. 

10]. They reasoned that Paul must walk according to the flesh without the 

spiritual power of a true apostle because certainly a true apostle would not 

be ‘timid.’ But in vs. 1, Paul clarifies that his lack of aggression was actually a 

demonstration of Christ-like character. [vs. 1-2] 

 

Let me point out the double emphasis Paul uses to issue his authority: “I, 

Paul, myself.” For most of the previous 9 chapters Paul has been speaking in 

terms of “we” but now shifts to an emphatic “I” which he uses in 2 Cor as a 

means of employing apostolic authority.  

 

Yet Paul issues his spiritual authority in “the meekness and gentleness of 

Christ” for the purpose of calling the Corinthians to repent. Paul uses two 

very similar words here. The first, translated meekness, has to do with a 



humble spirit of gentleness as opposed to harshness. The second word, 

translated as gentleness, refers particularly to those in leadership who have 

ability to retaliate but refuse to (merciful, self-restraint).  

 

Here’s the point: Paul has been exercising Christ-like self-restraint, giving 

the Corinthians sufficient time to repent of their rebellion in hopes that he 

would not have to use a strong hand of discipline (that he warns of in vs 2). 

Yet, if they persist in their rebellion Paul will indeed come to judge their sin. 

In a very real sense, Paul is imitating Jesus in His first and second coming. In 

His first coming Jesus was meek and gentle, giving sinners sufficient time to 

repent of their sin. But His second coming will be one of judgment, where 

He will enforce His full authority by putting down all rebellion. In a similar 

sense, Paul will return to Corinth and when he does he will not be 

intimidated to address and judge the persistent sin of those who distort the 

gospel.  

 

As the church today, we too must put on the humble spirit of Christ and 

plead with those who are wayward to turn back to obedience to Christ. 

Unfortunately, the final step of church discipline must occasionally be 

enforced, but only after the rebellious have proven to be immovable in their 

sin. This leads to principle #2… 

 

2. Having sufficiently pleaded with the rebellious to repent, the 

church must exercise discipline toward those who refuse to repent 

in order to protect the purity of the church and to preserve the 

advancement of the gospel (2Cor 10:1-2).  

 

[vs. 2] Paul’s boldness/confidence which he is “proposing” is that he will 

return to Corinth to implement church discipline. Paul’s example is 

instructive for us: 1) He has given them sufficient time to repent, 2) he’s 

pleaded with them numerous times with the truth, and 3) his demeanor has 

modeled the patience and humility of Christ. Yet there comes a point when 

the church must exercise its delegated authority from Jesus by drawing a 

line in the sand. Rebellion cannot be endured indefinitely. With a humble 

 
1 Linda Belleville, IVPNT Commentary: 2Corinthians, pg. 254.  

heart and firm hand, we must protect the purity of the church. This is 

especially important when it comes to addressing false teachers. 

 

3. Church discipline is a means of spiritual warfare intended to 

rescue believers from godless thinking and to bring them back into 

obedience to Christ (vs. 3-5).  

 

I must confess that prior to my study this week, I had never really merged 

these two categories of church discipline and spiritual warfare in my mind. 

But consider this: most spiritual warfare is not a direct confrontation with 

Satan or demons but an entrapment in sin and deceptive thinking that 

renders a believer captive to a rebellious heart. Satan works more through 

temptation than he does through direct assault. When fellow believers get 

tangled up in sin and Satan’s web, we must engage in spiritual battle for 

their souls even when it means going to the extent of church discipline 

(which is intended to rescue the wayward).  So perhaps its not so surprising 

to hear Paul use spiritual warfare terminology in the context of pending 

church discipline. [3-5] 

 

Paul’s opponents had taken advantage of his humility and gentleness as well 

as his many afflictions to say that he merely walked by the flesh (2b), 

meaning that he lacked the spiritual power of a true apostle. So, Paul 

responds by making an important distinction in vs. 3 (note the change in 

prepositions): “For though we walk in the flesh, we do war according to the 

flesh….” In essence Paul is saying that while he lives “in the mundane, 

ordinary sphere of human [life]” with all of its trials and afflictions,1 he does 

not war according to the flesh. That is, the guiding principle for his daily life 

and interactions with people is not his natural, sinful flesh. Paul does not 

retreat to fleshly tactics that his opponents use like slander, force, or 

manipulation. Nor does he rely on things like eloquent speaking or 

‘supernatural’ sensationalism that the Corinthians were so easily enamored 

by (they wanted an apostle known for the miraculous—visions, signs, and 

wonders—rather than cross-like suffering). Nevertheless, Paul assures them 

that his spiritual weapons are “divinely powerful for the destruction of 

fortresses…” (4).  



 

Paul does not specify in vs. 4 which weapons he has in mind, but he has 

already referenced several of them in 6:6-7. There he refers to them as 

“weapons of righteousness for the right hand and the left.” Notice that the 

emphasis is not on the particular weapon itself, but the manner in which it 

is wielded—in a way that is upright before God with purity, knowledge, 

patience, and kindness. In the same breath Paul mentions his reliance on 

the Holy Spirit, genuine love, the word of truth, and the power of God. So, 

when you work through conflict with someone or seek to bring correction to 

someone, do you consider patience and kindness to be key aspects of your 

strategy? Is purity (refraining from sin) a non-negotiable for you? Do you 

pray with reliance on the power of the Holy Spirit? Is Scripture the specific 

truth-artillery that you go to?  

 

Perhaps the spiritual artillery that best fits the context of chapter 10 is the 

gospel itself. Much like chapter 4, Paul’s offensive toward Satan, who blinds 

the unbelieving, was to preach the gospel. What we are seeing here is that 

spiritual warfare is waged with godly character and truth, particularly the 

gospel that leads to a true knowledge of God. With godly character and the 

truth-wielding sword of the Spirit (the word of God), Paul takes down 

enemy strongholds with the power of God.  

 

Vs. 5 captures the heart of the battle: “We are destroying speculations of 

every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God, and we are taking 

every thought captive to the obedience of Christ.” This is a battle between 

truth and deception.  

 

The first thing that must be done in this battle is to tear down speculations 

with truth. What are speculations? They are thoughts that are not grounded 

in the truth. They may seem rational and utilize reasoning, but they are false 

reasonings because they aren’t based on the foundation of God’s Word. 

Furthermore, these speculations are specifically “raised up” for the purpose 

of undermining the knowledge of God. People today do this all the time. 

They arrogantly lift up humanistic or even religious ideas as though they are 

true when, in fact, they are in opposition to God’s word.  

 

By the way, “the knowledge of God” is not just a generic awareness of God. 

Paul has already used this term several times in 2Cor as a synonym for the 

gospel (2:14; 4:6; 6:6). The only way to truly know God is through the gospel 

as the Bible defines it.  

 

Satan’s strategy is to prevent you from knowing and obeying God. Thus, his 

primary weapon is deception. So how do we combat his lies? By taking 

thoughts captive to the obedience of Christ which means 

examining/evaluating our teaching, our beliefs, and our thinking to make 

sure they specifically align with the Bible, the character of Christ, and truths 

of the gospel. We will get to personal application in a moment, but first 

remember that the context is responding to others caught in sin. The 

primary way we combat the deception of another person’s sin is to calmly 

and clearly lay out the truth of God’s word.  

 

So church, this is why the most important thing we do is making the Bible 

the foundation of all that we do—preaching, teaching, bible study, small 

groups, personal devotions, scripture memory, biblical counseling, 

discipleship, church discipline, Awana, Sunday school, children’s church, 

180, etc. We exist to raise up the true knowledge of God and the gospel so 

that men and women can be set free by the truth.  

 

4. Church discipline is not a monopoly of power for church leaders, 

but a means for the entire church to respond with loving 

insistence that God be honored and sin forsaken through genuine 

gospel community (vs. 6).  

 

[vs 6] Paul is saying that he is ready to punish all remaining disobedience 

when the church as a whole demonstrates their willingness to take action 

against the false teachers and those who stubbornly cling to them. Notice, 

not even Paul as an apostle would enact the final step of discipline without 

the cooperation of the body. Church discipline is not the action of 

individuals. It is the corporate response of the body to ensure that the 

church will not suffer from crippling sin or be destroyed by false teaching. 

As we know from Matthew 18, the final step of church discipline is 

extremely sobering, in which the church regards the unrepentant as an 

unbeliever (Mt 18:17: “let him be to you as a Gentile and tax collector”). In 



other words, the final step of church discipline in essence says to the 

persistently rebellious person, “we can no longer affirm your profession of 

faith in Jesus Christ as genuine.” Why? Because they themselves have 

repeatedly and persistently chosen their rebellion and sin in defiance of the 

lordship of Jesus Christ. This is why it must be a public matter in vs. 6. The 

church must know who is and is not among them as a true follower of 

Christ.  

 

Personal Application: How do we apply this passage at a personal level?  

 

In a culture that is saturated with Satan’s deceptive lies and with human 

hearts that are inclined toward sin’s deception, we must use every God-

given means we have to demolish God-opposing thoughts and take every 

thought captive to obey Christ.  

 

We don’t have time to talk about every means, so let’s go right to the 

juggler vein. What blood is to the heart, God’s word is to our freedom in 

Christ. BTW: Obedience to Christ = Freedom in Christ. Disobedience is like a 

ruptured artery—it can quickly become deadly! So taking our thoughts 

captive to Christ, is like keeping the blood in our arteries. How do we do it? 

How do we take our thoughts captive to the obedience of Christ?  

 

A. Regularly immerse yourself in God’s word. Not like an occasional 

coffee date with a friend, but like a marriage partner, with whom 

you’ve come to think alike through daily communication. Your goal 

is to put God’s word into your heart and mind to the degree that it 

impacts the way you think about everything.  

 

B. Be aware of what you are actually thinking (“think about what you 

think”—Micah Spenst). Thinking is like driving. We can often drive 

without being aware of our driving. Likewise, we often think 

without being conscious of our thoughts. But the discernment 

required for truly shepherding your own heart begins with being 

alert to what you are actually thinking (and sometimes you will be shocked 

at what you actually think!).  

 

C. Question what you think: 

 Is it true, is it the whole truth, or is it what you want to be true?  

 If you were counseling someone else on this matter, what 

objective, biblical truth would you point them to?  

 

D. Submit your thinking to sound biblical truth, even if it means 

acting contrary to how you feel. This is how you lead your heart.  

 

If you will make it your habit to discern what you are thinking and actively 

submit your thoughts (not just your actions—your thinking) to the truth, 

you will not only never need church discipline, but you will be mature and 

strong enough to help the weak.   

 

Let me be blunt. When we give biblical counsel to someone by humbly and 

patiently speaking the truth in love into their situation, sometimes it still 

ends in disaster. And I can tell you the #1 reason why. Most often it is 

because a person has grown stubborn in their rebellion. And any one of us 

can get there if we don’t intentionally nurture healthy hearts. Do everything 

you can to uproot the stubbornness of heart that says, “I’m doing it my way, 

anyway.”  

 

I’m going to send you home with a handout that briefly outlines how to 

never need church discipline, which is actually just good basic biblical 

counsel for life (the ushers will pass it out during the last song). Here’s a 

quick preview… 

 

USHERS – INSERT (during last song) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW TO NEVER NEED CHURCH DISCIPLINE 



 

1) Daily take your heart to God’s word for instruction and 

correction. Let the Spirit show you your heart and be quick to 

respond in repentance and faith.   

 

2) Make knowing God your greatest concern and passion in 

life—to walk in the fear of the Lord and the love of Christ, 

revering both God’s holiness and mercy. You heart must fear 

sin greatly and love God’s grace even more.  

 

3) Seek and welcome regular accountability from a trusted, godly 

friend that will not just tell you what you want to hear, but love 

you enough to call you up to God’s holiness and grace.  

 

4) Don’t just write someone off when they attempt to speak truth 

into your life (even if they don’t do it very well). Humbly listen 

and consider what they see in you.  

 

5) See correction as a good and necessary expression of love 

(especially when on the receiving end). 

 

6) Be willing to speak the truth in love to fellow believers out of 

concern for their good and God’s glory (not just to make a 

point). 

 

7) Make sure your understanding of the gospel is clear and 

robust (see reverse side). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a popular version of the gospel that is true, but in its brevity 

doesn’t prepare us for to embrace what the Bible says about 

discipleship and church discipline. It goes like this:  Jesus Christ 

died for sinners so that if we just believe, we can be forgiven. That’s 

true but it’s not complete.   

 

There is a more robust version of the gospel that goes like this: God 

is holy and perfectly good. All people created in His image have 

sinned against Him and deserve death as an expression of His just 

and righteous wrath. Yet God sent His Son Jesus to die on the cross 

in our place and to rise again to provide forgiveness and eternal life 

to all who repent of their sin and turn in faith to follow Jesus as Lord. 

Having been justified by faith alone, God gives us the power of His 

Spirit to live increasingly transformed lives of obedience as His 

children and representatives on this earth. Our lives are no longer 

our own. In Christ we have a new direction, purpose, power, and 

mission for life—and a new family! 

 

When we understand the gospel as beginning a life of discipleship 

(following Jesus as Lord with growing obedience and likeness to 

Him), we will see how things like church discipline have a vital role in 

the church as our new family.  

 

4 Signs You Are Headed Toward the Need for Church Discipline:   

 You are not allowing God’s word to regularly and effectively impact 

your heart, turning you from sin to spiritual growth.  

 Your sinful patterns are preventing you from walking faithfully with 

Jesus and negatively impacting your relationships with people, yet you 



refuse accountability or help from others (thus, following Jesus 

becomes “selective” rather than comprehensive).  

 You’re defensive when those who love you offer correction. 

 Your understanding of the gospel perverts God’s grace into 

presumption, undermining obedience to Jesus as Lord. (A true 

understanding of the gospel firmly believes that God’s grace both 

erases sin’s condemnation and empowers obedience to overcome 

sin’s dominion.)  

 

 

 


